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KEY CLUES

WHAT IT MEANS LOOKING AHEAD:

%

During lockdown life, our home has become our entire world. It’s no 
longer just the place where we live, but now also our office, gym, 
school, restaurant, cinema, workshop, family farm and playground. It 
has suddenly become the space where our entire lives play out 24/7. 

This is driving a renewed sense of home pride and a scramble to adapt 
our living spaces to serve multiple practical purposes, with many 
Australians turning their attention to home renovations and elaborate 
gardening projects.  

There’s no place like home
The home has always been our castle, but it’s new role as a 

multi-purpose space will continue well beyond the COVID 
shutdowns. 

Preferences for types of homes will shift, from apartments 
to houses with gardens, from inner city to outer suburbs, 

and perhaps from renting to ownership as we yearn for 
more financial security. With working from home becoming 

the norm and commuting become a weekly rather than daily 
routine, we will prioritise space over location. 

We’ll also see more creative and flexible uses of spaces 
around the home: kids’ playroom by day, parents’ gym by 

night; productive home office by day, relaxing bedroom by 
night. 

INNOVATION OPPORTUNITIES 
Our future multi-purpose homes will need more versatile 

furniture (‘dining desk’), electronics (smartboard TVs), 
clothing (‘smart-comfy’), storage (for all those toilet rolls), 

and appliances (restaurant-grade kitchen) that help us adapt 
and reset rooms and spaces to multiple activities. 

The Bunnings Boom

Of Aussies are more likely to be doing 
DIY jobs around the house since the 
outbreak of COVID-19


The Lab/Nature State of the Nation 
report, April 2020

““Gardening, Gardening, Gardening! I’ve been spending the day in the 
garden with our little family, I’ve noticed we’ve been doing an enormous 
amount of gardening since all of this started.”  
Female, 39, Melbourne
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